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L’Étrangère is the brainchild of contemporary art specialist Joanna Mackiewicz –
Gemes, whose own background is strongly connected to the gallery identity.

Recently I asked Joanna what inspired

her to open a new gallery in the

crowded contemporary art field.

Joanna is Polish; she grew up during

the last years of Communist rule and

witnessed first‑hand the struggle for

freedom led by Solidarity. L’Étrangère

translates as “the outsider”; Joanna

has personal experience of

outsiderdom, having lived variously in

Australia, Hong Kong and London

since 1999, with regular visits to her

house in France. She says that she

now feels like a foreigner in her

“mother” country, and describes her situation as “liquid”.
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This nuanced identity is keenly felt

and informs her ideas for the gallery.

In her words, “I felt that I could add to

the London art scene something new,

concentrating on art from Poland but

not exclusively, i.e. putting it into the

local and international context”, and

tied to interpreting the status and

sensibility of the outsider from

various perspectives: political,

philosophical, psychological and

personal.

 

Asked why she chose edgy Shoreditch

as a location, Joanna says the gallery’s

name and character tap into the

history of Shoreditch as home to a

large immigrant community. The

recent influx of digital and media

companies has transformed the area

into a hi‑tech hub and made it a place

which is start‑up and culture friendly.

As Joanna says, “It gives great energy

to the area and I love to be part of it.”

Regarding the trend for some of the

smaller, adventurous galleries to

launch themselves as cultural

platforms, with programmes which embrace music, dance, readings, artist interviews

and so on, Joanna says that this is partly to define themselves within a competitive

niche and also a defensive strategy against the “Mayfair mega‑brands”. Put simply,

smaller has to try harder. She comments that different art forms have always been

connected.

At L’Étrangère she plans a series of

talks with artists during every

exhibition as a rewarding way to

bring artists and collectors closer

together. For her current exhibition, a

solo show of work by Polish artist

Filip Berendt entitled “Every Single

Crash”, she has organised a

discussion between him and David

Crowley, Head of Critical Literature at

The Royal College of Art and an

expert on art and design in Eastern

Europe under Communism, on

Saturday 30th May.
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Sue juggles her time between

France (great culture, better

weather and opportunity to sleep!)

and London where she is an avid

opera‑goer and where she can

indulge in her other passion –

attending art exhibitions.
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With this show, Berendt has returned to his first

love, photography, following a spell as a painter

and an important period training as a sculptor at

the Royal College of Art in London. In these

colour saturated works, the object is the subject.

Berendt creates one off sculptures specifically to

serve his photographic project: he manipulates

the resulting image through a series of layers,

bending and flattening it, masking its contours,

condensing its energy and implying the denied

recession with areas of shadow.

 

 

Colours merge with mysterious, painterly

intent. Berendt sets the central motif in a vibrant

field of flat colour: intense blue, yellow, orange,

emerald, dense black and a particularly beautiful

and expressive lilac. A dynamic form is thus

trapped within a frame and recovers the status of

an object, whilst exuding a teasing ambiguity.

“Every Single Crash” continues until June 14th

2015. For full details of this and the talk with

David Crowley, click here.

 

 

Don’t miss out! For exclusive content and offers and to participate in our monthly
prize draw, subscribe here to our weekly newsletter. This May you could win a
hardback copy of Cold Places by Sue Flood, award winning photographer of
spectacular places and animals in the Polar regions, from penguins to polar
bears.
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